
The Salty Siren 

To whom it may concern 

In Regards to issues raised about my application I thought it might 
be helpful to send a bit more of a detailed plan that may help solve 
some of the issues and put people's minds at ease. 

The design 

The trailer is a caterpod,They are very lightweight and easy to 
manoeuvre both by hand and by car. 

They are made with stainless steel worktops ensuring highest levels 
of hygiene. 

Made from rust free material. 

The pictures show exact pod with all dimensions 

  

Please note the type of licence i have applied for is a static traders 
licence,this means i will be trading from one location ,the same 
each day but it does not mean the pod will be left overnight ,it will 
be taken to location each day . 



Powering the Pod 

We have thought long and hard about how to be as green as we 
possibly can when it comes to powering our pod. 

Most of our equipment is self sufficient. 

The urn will be gas powered  

The ice machine and hot water sink run from their own batteries 
The generator itself is there purely to run the fridge and freezer and 
will not pull a huge amount of power. 

When it came to choosing the Generator we opted for a dual fuel 
inverter. 

The pros to this type of power are as follows 

Better Fuel Efficiency  

They run on low fuel due to a highly efficient engine that produces 
optimum power for every unit of fuel,making them cost effective. 

Eco friendly Performance  

Dual fuel Generators are more environmentally friendly than 
standard generators which run on either gasoline or diesel. 

Dual fuel Generators have a highly efficient engine and use cleaner 
propane reducing toxic gas emissions. 

This generator will run off the lpg 98 % of the time,leading to a 
much cleaner environment ,as an example you often see these 
generators used on coffee bikes. 

Noise Levels  

Most generators come as standard as 75 debels upwards ,our 
Generator comes in at just 58 debels ,this is well below the  

standard.As an example this produces the same level of noise as a 
conversation.Another example is that standard Mr whippy machine 
creates 70 debels upwards,again the generator coming in under this 
level. 



The Generator will be encased in a weather proof case suitable for 
when in use and also creates another sound barrier,as stated by 
Island roads ,the location its 50 metres away for nearest properties 
and with being encased and on the other side of the pod it will also 
act as a shield, it will not disturb any residents. 

All of our equipment has been brought with low emissions in  

mind.From the ice machine to the soft serve ice cream all machines 
use the lowest possible power while being the most efficient. 

Products  

We are keen to keep Green ,all of our cups,spoons etc will be made 
from recyclable and biodegradable,as for packaging we will be 
offering a small range of bakes,crisps and ice lollies but will always 
encourage others to use the bin we will be supplying. 

We will also be carrying out spot checks throughout the day. 

The ice cream tubs will come in an edible choice to therefore further 
reduce rubbish . 

We will be sourcing as many of our products locally as  
possible,including equipment, keeping the footprint even smaller. 

Opening Times 

I have applied for opening hours of 9 till 5  

And 10 till 5 sundays,i can assure people we won't be working over 
these hours,These may vary in winter,maybe only trading until 2 if 
quiet,obviously some days we will not trade,if it's windy and raining 
and vey bad weather,We would never risk trying to work in these 
conditions and would never put the public at risk. 

I hope this has helped answer some worries.  
Regards Carly Sykes. 


